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By faith the prostitute _________, because she
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Think It Over
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Discussion:
1. What’s one thing you learned from this message?
2. Recap the story of Rahab from Joshua 2.
3. What’s the irony of her being included in the line of
Jesus? (Matthew 1:5)
4. Why was Rahab included in the Hall of Faith?
(Hebrews 11:31 – “by faith”)
5. What does her story prove about the people God can
use?
6. Discuss the thief on the cross who believed and was
offered Paradise by Jesus.
7. Should you feel insecure about your weaknesses or
disqualified by your past?
8. How can you become a faith hero?
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Know: Anyone who aligns himself with heaven’s hero can
become a faith hero.
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Do: Believe in Jesus to be used by Him.
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Bonus Reading:
Twelve Ordinary Men – by John MacArthur
Twelve Extraordinary Women – by John MacArthur
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If you missed a message, visit www.scc.website or request an
audio CD at Guest Services.
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